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Żerański Canal

North Bridge (Most Północny)

Playground at Odkryta St

Park at Ceramiczna St

the Most Dynamic Part of Warsaw

„For our youngest inhabitants, we are constructing
new playgrounds. Soon, in
the Henrykowski Park one of
the largest rope jungle gyms
in Warsaw will be installed”.
Jacek Kaznowski,
Mayor of the Białołęka
District of Warsaw
Every year, some 5,000 new inhabitants choose the district of
Białołęka for the place of residence, and the largest number of babies are born here. That is why
this district is often referred to as
the district of the future. Thanks to

its attractive location in green surroundings, a big surface of building land and intense works on local strategies, the district is developing very fast.
Due to good atmosphere for
enterprise development, the district attracts numerous new investments. It has many attractive locations to offer. In the nearest future, the authorities of Białołęka
are to cooperate with private investors on the development of the
Żerański Port and on the construction of a modern shopping
center with a multiplex at Modlińska Street. The most important roads and traffic arteries are being
built and modernized here. The
repairs on the Toruńska Route are
in progress, as well as the construction of the North Bridge.
Through the new bridge streetcars will get to Tarchomin, one of
the largest housing estates. These investments will provide the inhabitants of the district with convenient transport options that will
take them to all parts of Warsaw.
For the time being, they may com-

IN BRIEF:
• Białołęka is the second largest district of Warsaw (73 km2).
It hasover 80,000 inhabitants.
• The district, situated on the right bank of the Wisła River,
has numerous green areas, e.g. the Choszczówka forests.
In the vicinity, there is the Zegrzyński Artificial Lake,
which is the favorite destination of inhabitants of Warsaw at weekends.

mute to the city center comfortably thanks to the Urban Rapid Railway (Szybka Kolej Miejska, or the
SKM) launched in March 2010.
We also invest in education, for
example we are now modernizing
schools in the eastern part of the
district and redeveloping kindergartens in Tarchomin. We are also
taking care of our inhabitants’ physical wellbeing – since June they
can spend their free time in the
Ceramiczna Park. There, children
can consume their energy in the
playground or learn how to ride
a bicycle, and teenagers can try
a special route for skateboards or
play basketball, while adults can
play boules or exercise in an outdoor gym. It is one of the three
gyms available in the district which
are becoming more and more popular. The others are situated near
playgrounds, including the redeveloped one at Odkryta Street.
In the nearest future, a recreation area will be available at Ruskowy Bród, comprising playgrounds, a fitness trail, a mini skate
park and multifunction sports

fields. For those who enjoy professional sports the authorities
have prepared a big attraction:
from October volleyball fans will
be able to watch matches of the
BAS Legia Warszawa team (men)
in the sports hall at Płużnicka St
and the BAS AZS Politechnika
Warszawa (women) competing
with other teams in the sports hall
at Strumykowa St.
While developing our cultural
offer, we take into account the needs of wide audiences. This summer holidays, cinema lovers could
watch films in a different way: the
Henrykowski Park was changed
into an open air movie theater. On
Friday evenings, Polish and foreign comedy classics were shown
and children could enjoy adventures of the Elmer elephant on playgrounds. We also organize concerts featuring the Białołęka Romantica Orchestra – professional
musicians, Polish and international song stars and theatrical performances. And as usual, every
year we invite you to have fun outdoor on the New Years’ Eve.

• It takes about 30 minutes to get from here to the city center by public
transport and about 45 minutes to get to the Okęcie Airport.
A new airport in Modlin is being built located only some
15 kilometers from the Białołęka Town Hall.
• The authorities of the district focus on infrastructure development.
They willingly cooperate with investors within public-private
partnership, especially in the field of social infrastructure.

If you want to know what the district looks like, watch a film or read on it at www.en.bialoleka.waw.pl
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